
marketplace ministries aXcess
Facilitates marketplace professionals      

who bring their expertise to a community 
to disciple those around them

Proclaims the gospel and multiplies  
networks of faith communities among 

the least-reached of the world

Identifies and develops missional leaders 
through short-term missions opportunities 

and innovative ministry strategies

ENVISIONCAMA ENVISION
Responds to disasters globally and  

partners locally to restore communities 
and alleviate poverty

CAMA

DEVELOPING
PEOPLE 
We invest in seeing the gospel transform 
the whole person. In turn, these men and 
women with a passion for Jesus show and 
tell the gospel to their neighborhoods and 
become leaders in their own communities 
and church networks.

MULTIPLYING 
CHURCH NETWORKS 
We establish and develop multiplying 
networks of churches. Once established, 
the churches sustain and multiply holistic 
ministry in their communities and join in 
the mission to advance the gospel.

SERVING
COMMUNITIES
We model and demonstrate Christ’s 
compassion through disaster relief, 
community development, medical 
and educational services, and busi-
ness initiatives, which open doors to 
proclaim the good news. 

STRATEGIC THEMES
Alliance Missions, alongside U.S. Alliance ministries, focuses on:

THE LEGACY
For more than a century, the Alliance family has joined 
together to bring the gospel to the least reached 
parts of our world. How? By extending our reach to 
the most neglected and by raising up networks of 
churches that multiply gospel access.

And because of that dedication, more than 6 million 
people belong to 23,000 Alliance churches 
throughout the world. 

But we aren’t done yet.  

TODAY’S REALITY
More than 4,000 people groups, or about 40 percent 
of our world’s population, still have little or no 
opportunity to know Jesus.

But in today’s world we can rarely just walk into 
a country and proclaim His name. We must first 
establish a meaningful, impactful gospel presence 
in every community we enter through providing 
valued, needed services. It’s then that hearts and 
minds open to hear the good news. 

In this new day, Alliance Missions is leveraging four 
specialized structures to advance the gospel. Each 
has a unique purpose, each expresses our Alliance 
strategic themes, and each is equally important to 
seeing gospel access for and from all peoples.

This allows more room for more Alliance people 
to be more involved in Alliance missions than 
ever before!
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ENGAGE WITH ALLIANCE MISSIONS
Discover how you or your church can get more involved in 

completing the Great Commission by praying, giving, serving, 
and partnering at cmalliance.org/alliance-missions.

THE NEW FACE OF 
ALLIANCEMISSIONS



= FORWARD FOCUS 
This is the primary area of focus for 
current and future Alliance ministries.
It also includes Alliance work in 30 
creative-access countries that cannnot 
be identified for security reasons.

OF ALLIANCE 
INTERNATIONAL
WORKERS
LIVE IN THIS AREA,

80%
HOME TO 
MORE 
THAN80%
OF THE WORLD'S 
R E M A I N I N G
UNREACHED 
PEOPLES 

DEVELOPING
PEOPLE

who will disciple others to be 
effective leaders in their 
communities and church 

networks with a passion for Jesus

MULTIPLYING 
CHURCH

NETWORKS
that create even more churches 
to serve the unreached in their 

communities—and beyond

SERVING
COMMUNITIES
through vocational expertise 

that impacts the whole person 
and their surrounding 

neighborhoods

ALL OF
JESUS 
FOR ALL

THE WORLD

THE NEW FACE OF ALLIANCE MISSIONS
A majority of Alliance workers now live among under-reached peoples, establishing a meaningful, impactful 
gospel presence by serving communities in a variety of ways that are valued.  From this foundation, gospel witness 
may be extended, disciples made, and churches planted.  Ministries are intentionally broad and varied yet serve the 
goal of forming reproductive church networks that do it all over again! This is the new face of Alliance Missions.

cmalliance.org/alliance-missions

THE “BIG 3” STRATEGIC THEMES TO SEE . . .

marketplace
ministries

Facilitates marketplace 
professionals who bring 

their expertise to a 
community to disciple 

those around them

CAMA
Responds to disasters 
globally and partners 

locally to restore 
communities and 
alleviate poverty

 serving

70
people
groups

serving in

142
 cities

international 
workers

700

aXcess
Proclaims the gospel

and multiplies networks 
of faith communities 

among the least-reached 
of the world

ENVISION
Identifies and develops 

missional leaders 
through short-term 

missions experiences 
and innovative ministry 

strategies

4 SPECIALIZED STRUCTURES

6 regions
serving in

Africa

Asia & Pacific

Europe

Latin America

Middle East

North & Central Asia

     21%

                   25%
               14%

10%

10%

                  20%
(Percentages of U.S. Alliance international workers by region)

PEOPLE ON THE MOVE

PEOPLE GROUPS 
HAVE LITTLE OR NO 
OPPORTUNITY 
TO KNOW JESUS

MORE THAN 

4,000

WE SEND WORKERS BECAUSE 
NOT EVERYONE HAS EQUAL 
ACCESS TO THE GOSPEL.

7.1Billion

LOW
ACCESS

HIGH
ACCESS

6
DOORS

IN AREAS WITH

HIGH
ACCESS

TO THE GOSPEL

500
DOORS

IN AREAS WITH

LOW
ACCESS

TO THE GOSPEL

30,000
DOORS

IN AREAS WITH

NO
ACCESS

TO THE GOSPEL

HOW MANY DOORS does a person have to knock on 
before finding someone who can tell them about Jesus?

3.4 Billion
UNREACHED

NO
ACCESS

U.S. ALLIANCE FAMILY
—OUR OWN CHURCH NETWORK

of U.S. C&MA churches are 
non-Anglo, speaking 37 
languages and dialects.

40%

WE’RE SERIOUS ABOUT THE 
GREAT COMMISSION TO . . .  “Go and 

 make disciples 
of all nations.”

in 2,000+ 
churches

425,000+ 
worshipers

—Matthew 28:18–20

$60 million
given annually by our diverse U.S. 
Alliance family for global ministries

Today there are more 
than 1.5 million Alliance 
believers in the DRC.

TO THE CONGO
A. B. Simpson sent the
first Alliance missionaries 
to the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo in 1884.

245million people 
live outside their country 
of origin—that’s 1 in 29!

The U.S. Alliance is part of the
ALLIANCE WORLD 
FELLOWSHIP—
A GLOBAL FAMILY OF 
60  AUTONOMOUS 
NATIONAL  ALLIANCE 
CHURCH NETWORKS

in 23,000 
churches

6,000,000 
worshipers

WORLDWIDE 
ALLIANCE FAMILY
—OUR PARTNER NETWORK

AWF partner networks send 
their own missionaries to still 
other people groups

new missionaries 
sent by AWF 
partner networks241

28

AWF partner networks are 
larger than the U.S. Alliance—
Congo, Vietnam, CÔte d’Ivoire, 
the Philippines, and Indonesia5

“

“

Nothing is more sustainable 
than the Church, and nothing 
done in Jesus’ name is ultimately 
sustainable without the Church.”
— Tim Crouch
     Vice President for Alliance Missions

God will so write on 
our hearts the names 
of these peoples, and 
tribes and tongues, 
that we cannot rest 
until we have gone to 
them with the message 
of salvation.” 
—A. B. Simpson
     Alliance Founder
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